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The Boundaries of Belonging makes signiﬁcant contributions empirically and
theoretically. Certainly, Jaworsky is the ﬁrst to document the massive online
political discourse currently devoted to American immigration, for and
against. The Internet is central to contemporary cultural-political communication, and this pioneering work demonstrates how to study its agendasetting power. Jaworsky’s contributions go beyond merely documenting
this virtual contestation. Through massive exposure and creative interpretive readings, she provides a sophisticated hermeneutical reconstruction of
this contest’s central organizing themes: family, citizenship, and values.
These shared themes point to the theoretical achievements of The Boundaries of Belonging. Arguments about family, citizenship, and values revolve
around the kind of sacred-versus-profane conﬂict that the Strong Program
in cultural sociology places at the center of modern life. Jaworsky shows that
these binaries provide shared symbolic references for both sides of the
immigration ﬁght. The issue is not what sacred values matter, but how
continuing immigration undermines or supports them.
For this symbolic contestation to be properly understood, Jaworsky
demonstrates, social movement theory must be connected to cultural sociology, and she conceptualizes the synthesis here. She also connects Strong
Program ideas about binaries and symbols to the discussion of boundaries in
current ethnicity theory. The blurring, crossing, shifting, maintaining and
solidifying social-cum-legal boundaries that sociologists of ethnicity have
revealed, Jaworsky demonstrates, can occur only in relation to binary symbolic structures that deﬁne the morally sacred and the immorally profane.
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This exciting book will have a wide audience among social scientists
specializing in immigration and social movements, as well as among cultural
sociologists and generalists concerned with sociological theory.
Jeffrey C. Alexander
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